
Map Your Own

Hunger Fullness

Scale Instructions
Start by matching sensations to the numbers 1 and 10 on the scale. Think about a time when you felt
the MOST hungry or the MOST full.  

List out the sensations that happened in your body at level 1 and 10 on the scale. Were you feeling
dizzy? cold?  Having headaches? If you get stuck, look at words to describe body sensations below to
help spark your memory. Try to list your own sensations on the scale BEFORE adding in the ones
outlined in this worksheet. 

Next fill in the sensations at hunger level 5. Work your way through remaining tick marks on hunger
fullness scale filling in sensations. 

Fill up the buckets by drawing with a pen or marker to help visibly show what the food felt like in your
body at each hunger level. Was the bucket overflowing?  How much physical space did you feel was left
in your body? 

Notice there are not tick marks or buckets for every number 1-10.  The numbers listed with tick marks
are intended to be done first. Then move to the numbers without tick marks and add in those
sensations.

Explore where you tend to start and stop eating. Circle these points on your chart. Most people should
start and stop between numbers 3-7.  If where you tend to start and stop is different, take note of this.
This could be causing you to eat past your threshold or not eat until you are wayyyy too hungry.

An example of how your chart might look when your finished is included!

Remember this is your guide for
your body! Everyone's scale

should be different!
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Words to Describe Body Sensations
(these can be used at ANY number on
the chart). You can add these to your

experience at each Number

Shaky 
Headaches
Dizzy
Unable to speak correctly
Tingling in toes, fingers, tongue
or other body parts
Difficulty concentrating
Weak
Pain in Stomach
Stomach Growling
Panicky
Acidy
Anxious
Uneasy
Nausea
Numb
Hollow
"I need a bite of something"

Thirsty
Yawning 
Food is on my mind but not
obsessive
Stomach slightly empty but not
urgent
 Agitated
Food sounds good
Craving specific foods
Beginning to notice clothes
Needing to unbutton pants
Noticing clothes on the skin 
Feeling thoughts of negative
judgement from others
Irritable
Low energy
"Meh" I could take or leave food
as long as it tastes good.
Feeling a little "naggy"

Round bodied
"Feeling like the blueberry girl
from Charlie and the chocolate
factory that rolls" 
Feel like i'm getting stretch
marks
Feeling like current stretch
marks are filling in to be smooth
with skin
Fullness is spilling over
Sweaty
Urge to purge
Food feels like wants to come up
Nausea 
Bloated
Guilt
Feeling heavy
Too tired to talk 
Urgency to eat more when very
uncomfortably full 
"I'm growing"
"Can't sit up"
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-Dizzy
-Lightheaded
-Irritable
-Stomach
pain
-Unable to 
speak
properly

-Stomach
growling
-Grumpy
-headache

-Ready for a
meal within
20 minutes

-Feeling "meh" I could
eat.  Not craving
anything specific. I 
 could also stop and
wait to eat. 

-Feeling a little
"naggy" I need a
bite of
something to eat
-Start to think
about food 

-Satisfied
-Small amount of
room in tummy

-Slightly 
uncomfortable
fullness

-Need to 
unbutton
pants
-need a 
nap
-noticing 
clothes

-Sweating
-Round

-Feels like
getting
stretch
marks
-bloated
-hard to
sit up
-feel like
vomiting
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